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It brings us immense 
pleasure to share that our 
BECT student Gaurav 
Sahu has brought laurels 
to the trust by his 
astonishing results. Under 
the coaching mentorship 
of our Trustee Mr. Abhay 
Pandey and his perse-
verance, Gaurav has 
cleared JEE Advance with 
a rank of 7437 and got 
selected for the BTech 
course in the Civil 
Engineering branch at IIT 
Bombay

In 2022, with our JEE/
NEET programme, other 
remarkable results are as

follows:-

Roman Sahu - G.E.C. Raipur



Bhuvneshwar Kumar- G.E.C. Raipur



Khusboo Yadav - AIIMS, Raipur





Gaurav Sahu  - IIT Bombay





Navneet Kushwah- G .E.C. Bilaspur



Karan Kumar - G.E.C. Jagdalpur



BECT 
ACHIEVERS

NAVNEET KHUSHWAH KARAN DEWANGAN KHUSHBOO YADAV

ROMAN SAHU BHUVNESHWAR KU.
GEC RAIPUR

GEC RAIPUR GEC RAIPUR AIIMS RAIPUR

GEC, RAIPUR

GAURAV SAHU 
IIT BOMBAY 
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1st BECT student gets into IIT 
Bombay



This year we reached out to more schools. We visited the schools and 
informed students about our BECT Talent Search Test. The tests were 
conducted from April to July at various schools of district Durg for the 
students of class 8th-10th. More than 1200 students appeared in the 
screening tests.

Through this test we 
have selected best 
100 students and by 
sponsoring their JEE-
NEET Coaching Fees 
we give them the 
wings of faith to 
achieve their dreams.

UNLEASHING THE TALENT JEE-NEET PROGRAM
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STRENGTH IN UNION

BECT collaborated with Rotary Club of 
Bhilai Pinnacle to start the skill 
development project for class 12 
school children. To acknowledge this 
we received “Award for Excellence 
2021-22"
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Regular personality 
developing classes are 
organized to get the best 
out of them by 
encouraging their 
confidence level.

 WITH
Employable skills

“
“

COMPUTER EDUCATION
With our Computer Education programme we provide basic training 
as well as advanced courses to our students, so that they can have 
better career perspectives. We plan to make every student 
proficient in computers and be technology friendly.

It's incredible when skill and passion comes together. The skill 
development classes proved this statement. Adding more magic to 
the world, BECT Skill Training programme raise the number of 
beauticians, fashion designers and interior designers locally.



This program was initiated by BECT last year. This year we intend to 
provide a four months training to 45 students and make them 
industry ready.

PERSONALITY

GROOMING CLASSES
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Empowering GIRLS



our Proud Partner - Dr. Deotirth Sahu

It was such an incredible experience having a partnership with BECT. 
Words will not be sufficient to show how thankful I am for this cooperation 
with this organization. I want to express my gratitude towards the various 
facilities and benefits which the organization provides to its students, 
these benefits motivate me and encourage me to work wholeheartedly.



I got the opportunity to impart the Education regarding Spoken English and 
personality development for those students who were financially deprived, 
the keen learners, dedicated students drew tremendous results and 
brought laurels for their family, BECT and my institute. 



I would like to extend a heartfelt thank you for the initiatives of encouraging 
and providing education for the needy students. 



Your contribution is crucial to the success of the courses. You helped 
students to achieve their goals. 



Here’s what a student said: “It is important for me and my family to become 
ordinary to extraordinary. Your organization is making a tremendous impact 
on so many students . Thank you for organizing such free classes for us."

(Director & Founder 
Dev Spoken English

DR. DEOTIRTH SAHU
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BECT in collaboration with an NGO from Raipur 
"Badhav Sangwari'' conducted a Career Guidance 
Program at Govt.H.S.School, Vaishali

Nagar. Program includes a Psychometric test, 
motivational interactive session and Career 
Counseling session. Psychometric test that gave 
brief insights on students' personality traits was 
conducted by Mr. Nagesh Banchhor (CEO, Pro-C 
Education).



Thereafter, a motivational interactive session 
conducted by Mr. Mayank Nayak (Director & 
Founder, Flair Social) followed by a Career 
Counseling session by Mr. Shiv Kumar Verma (Ex. 
Asst. Prof. SCERT)



Around 300 students 
attended the program.

CAREER 
GUIDANCE
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Our mentoring program 
is one of its kind that 
connects students with 
their

chosen mentors 
globally to share their 
experiences and 
guidance. We have

mentors for uncommon 
careers like Content 
Creator, Event 
organizer, HR

Leader, Health Care, 
Teacher, Sports Coach 
etc.


NEW FACES

OF THE

Mentors Team

MR. RAJENDRA PRASAD

MR. WILSON MAMMEN

MRS. ARCHANA DUBEY

(Dy. Gen. Manager, Bhilai Steel Plant, SAIL, Bhilai) 

(Industrial Engineering Asstt., Bhilai Steel Plant, SAIL) 

(Director, Phoenix Institute of Fashion, Art and Media) 

Arjuna Awardee, Selection committee member 
of Indian Boxing Team, Ranked Seventh in the 
World in 1992, Participated in Barcelona 
Olympics in 1992, SAF Games held at Dhaka in 
1993, World championship held at Finland and 
japan in 1993. He won 13 Gold, 2 Silver and 3 
Bronze medals in National and 2 Silver and 1 
Bronze medals in International level games.

A Graduate Engineer, AutoCAD Mentor, Value

Engineering Associate, Ergonomics Specialist, 
Architectural Consultant, Manpower Accessor, 
PERT Expert, Counselor and a member of Indian 
Institute of Industrial Engineering.

A Graduate Engineer, Keen Interest in 
sustainable fashion, started Maya Design Studio 
– a homegrown label for ethical fashion, worked 
for and studied Fashion in Italy & Germany.

A Graduate Engineer, Keen Interest in 
sustainable fashion, started Maya Design Studio 
– a homegrown label for ethical fashion, worked 
for and studied Fashion in Italy & Germany.
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MESSAGE 

FROM ADVISORY

What a fantastic way of giving back to the community 
which was part of the ecosystem that nurtured the 
alumni of Bhilai schools who took upon themselves to 
create BECT to support their upcoming generations! 
There must have been something in the value-system 
that was distilled into their young minds by the teachers 
that the patrons of this trust have embarked on this 
arduous journey. 



Founded back in 2014, with the efforts of a wide alumni 
network, in line with our District Education Department’s 
mission, ‘Better Education for all’, it has surely come a 
long way. The core activities that this organization 
caters to have been commendable and has never 
missed to garner applause viz. the merit-cum-means 
scholarship, free JEENEET coaching to deserving 
students, Skill Training, Spoken English classes, 
computer coaching, NTSE classes and many more. With 
District Project coordinator, Durg BECT participated in 
"Padhna Likhna Abhiyan" and imparted functional 
literacy to more than 300 non-literate and non-
numerate adults. With such noble deeds already in its 
kitty, BECT is adding a new feather to its cap every 
passing day. 



My association with BECT is a shade over six years. It 
provides me with an opportunity to fulfill my unrealized 
goals vis-a-vis education. 



My best wishes to BECT in whatever it endeavors to 
attain for the benefit of the target groups

DEO: District 
Education Officer, 
Durg.  


 (From Dec 2021 -Till)

Abhay Jaiswal
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BECT have been serving the society for last 8 years responsibly . We are 
proud to share the data of primary beneficiaries per day for the past years 
have been 1.13 and this has jumped to 2 in the last 8 months. 



This implies we have been able to reach out to two new students everyday!

BECT-O-METER
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MEET

OUR

SHINING STAR
I am very pleased to say that my experience of associating 
with BECT has been excellent and I feel it is a privilege too.



I am sincerely thankful to BECT for their valuable guidance 
and constant support. BECT has indeed played a important 
role in my JEE preparation. I owe my success to BECT and 
my parents. 



Everyone says go to IITB and you are set for your life. This is 
a statement full of ifs and buts, but I would like to share my 
journey 2-month journey at IITB and try to give a perspective 
on how is it different from anything you have ever 
experienced before. 



The first and the most important pillars of IIT Bombay are its 
existing student who are the whole and soul of everything 
happening here from orientation to conducting big fests like 
techfest and mood indigo it is these people whom you will 
learn the most from. Then comes the professors who are 
very well-versed in their subjects and very approachable at 
the same time which makes learning fun. But what makes 
IITB better than any other institute in the country is the level 
of exposure you get as a student. Various workshops 
seminars and guest lectures are going on in the institute 
throughout the year which gives you a snippet of fields other 
than engineering like finance, banking, biology and also a lot 
of pure sciences, apart from these briefings which are very 
important to ignite your interests there are also provisions to 
dive deep into these subjects by connecting with the 
speakers or through various in-house initiatives. 



Another thing that a lot of people turn a blind eye to when 
talking about IITB is the co- curricular, our college has world-
class facilities for almost every sport, also the college has a 
very rich heritage of cultural clubs which help in your overall 
development. I have only seen myself improve as a person 
since I walked through those gates and I am sure I'll continue 
to do so during my 4-year journey at this prestigious college. 
In the journey with BECT. I have actually seen desires been 
converted in to realty. It’s a great Privileged to be a Part of 
BECT, The Philanthropic work creates a great Influence on 
Society and Changing Minds of people for a brighter future 
of the Underprivileged children’s. 



At last I would say, I would love to be part of this wonderful 
organisation creating milestones every year.

GAURAV SAHU 
(IIT BOMBAY) 
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DIARY 

                2022

MAY 22

JULY 22

AUG 22

NOV to DEC 22

 -
 Our students got a chance to showcase their hand crafted garments in 

the "Inner Wheel Fest" and received a lot of motivation. We have seen a 
drastic change in their level of confidence and determination

 Our skill program students won the dance competition in the event 
"Spandan" organized by Phoenix Institute at Surya TI Mall. Our students 
participated in the Fashion show and also assisted in designing of 
apparels and make up for the models in the fashion show.



 -
 "Convocation Ceremony" for successful students passing out from BECT 

Skill Training Courses of Fashion Designing and Beauty & Wellness 
courses was organized at Phoenix Institute

 We organized an Induction program and parents meeting in the 
premises of BSP SSS-X for welcoming the batch of students who have 
cleared the BECT Talent Search Exam 2022.



- We organized a Special Session by Mrs. Jolly Roy ( Ex. Faculty 
KPS, DPS Durg &Bhilai) for our spoken english students. OCT to NOV 22- 
For our Skill Training students we organized Industrial, Salon and Site visits.



- Conducted workshops for Handmade Bags, Artificial 
Jewelry, Tie & Dye for our students.
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WE THINK OF GIVING 

NOT AS A DUTY,

BUT AS A RESPONSIBILITY

When you sponsor a child in need, you help in creating a lasting

difference. Your sponsorship will ensure a child having access to

quality education and care. 
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Donate Join as a Mentor Join as a Volunteer

Contact Us: Follow Us:
Website : Facebook : 

Instagram : 
Twitter : 

Email : 
Contact No : 

www.bectofficial.org
contact@bectofficial.org

+91-9827106742

bectofficial
BECT Bhilai
BECTBhilai

https://www.bectofficial.org/donation/
https://www.bectofficial.org/mentor-registration/
http://www.bectofficial.org/bect-volunteer/
http://www.bectofficial.org
mailto:contact@bectofficial.org

